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**Storage Media**

- CODEX Compact Drive 2TB
  - K2.0023447
- CODEX Compact Drive set 3x2TB
  - K2.0040251
- CODEX Compact Drive set 6x2TB
  - K2.0040353

- CODEX Compact Drive 1TB
  - K2.0023456
- CODEX Compact Drive set 3x1TB
  - K2.0040256
- CODEX Compact Drive set 6x1TB
  - K2.0040370

**Powered Components**

- Most Compact Drive 1TB need a firmware update, which can be applied by ALEXA 35 in-camera

- CODEX Compact Drive Dock (TB3)
  - K2.0024120

- CODEX Compact Drive Reader (USB-C)
  - K2.0024124 (CodeX# CDX.0001007)

- CODEX Compact Drive Reader (USB-C)
  - K2.0024124 (CodeX# CDX.0001005)

- ALEXA M lens mounts, including the Leitz ARRI ALEXA M-mount

- ALEXA LF power option.

- Voltage boosters are not recommended, as they can run hot.

- A block battery can power the camera through the EPA-1 with a power cable. Use during break when shooting on a Steadicam.

- Battery Adapter Back BAB-LF, K2.0034204

- Any ALEXA LF power option. Voltage boosters are not recommended, as they can run hot.

- A block battery can power the camera through the EPA-1 with a power cable. Use during break when shooting on a Steadicam.